
NRIC Tech Talk:
Stakeholder Engagement
• Effective stakeholder engagement can improve siting and 

construction outcomes for nuclear energy infrastructure by 
building stronger relationships with the communities that host 
this infrastructure. In this webinar, professionals from both inside 
and outside the nuclear industry share how operationalizing 
stakeholder engagement in company practices can help to achieve 
these benefits.



How to Participate
• For the best experience, we recommend turning off VPN connections.
• Submit any questions you might have by typing the question into the Q&A 

section. We will address them at the end.
• If you have any technical problems, please put them in the Q&A.
• If you have programmatic questions, email us at NRIC@inl.gov.
• This event is being recorded and will be posted on the NRIC website. Your 

attendance is consent to that recording.



NRIC is a DOE-NE center, 
launched in FY2020

• Authorized by the Nuclear Energy 
Innovation Capabilities Act (NEICA)

• Partner with industry to bridge the gap 
between research and commercial 
deployment

• Leverage national lab expertise and infrastructure
• Manage demonstrations to success

NRIC Accelerates Nuclear Reactor Demonstrations





mission



NRIC is partnering 
regionally and 
nationally to 

support 
demonstrations
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Stakeholder Engagement
Considerations for Interacting with Native American Tribes and Alaska Natives
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Background
Legal Basis

• 574 federal-recognized tribes (228 in Alaska)
• Sovereign nations
• Federal Trust responsibility 
• Alaska Natives legal status unique

History

• Uranium Mining and other resource extraction
• Contamination from weapons testing
• Values, culture, and priorities weren’t factored into 

decision-making



What is Engagement?
• Corporate Communications?
• Public Relations?
• “Educating” People?
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What is Engagement?

No! It is giving people impacted by your project a seat at the table. 
It is equalizing power differentials.



• Role
• Host, or 
• Impacted by another host community

• Location
• Not just the reservation
• Consider trust and treaty lands
• Historical and cultural uses of lands

• Timing
• Begin as pre-decisional as possible
• Correcting for power differentials takes time

• Approach
• Historical review
• Governance and decision-making
• Values – cultural, economic, environmental 
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Best Practices

Do No Harm,
regardless of final siting 

decision
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 What Does the Developer Want?
– Access to a piece of property and to be left alone

 What Does the Host Want?
– The developer assumes money (jobs, taxes, etc.)
– But beyond that they usually don’t fully know because these conversations are 

difficult, nuanced, complex, and the “host” is not monolithic
– In addition, what a host may want is only verbalized in response to a project offering: 

this takes time to materialize, and it may change over time
– Generally, these wants are about more than money and include issues such as:

 Access to resources and impartial experts
 Greater say in self-determination
 Increased control, approvals, oversight through all project phases

 Developers want a Transaction, Hosts want a Relationship
– If a developer can be successful w/ just a transaction, then fine
– But in reality, those days are long, long gone
– Success (however that is defined) is all about entering into & maintaining relationship
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Historically, developers have quickly jumped to 
here, leaping over the courting phase and 
missing the opportunity to build trust and 
explore shared values



Looking Ahead

 Facility Siting is a Long-Term Play
– Hosts want to mate for life and desire a relationship commensurate w/ that commitment
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Looking Ahead

■ Facility Siting is a Long-Term Play
■ Hosts want to mate for life and desire a relationship commensurate w/ that commitment

■ Potential Implications for Developers
■ Early attention and commitment to exploring mutual interests and building trust
■ Requires a new breed of skilled and resourced staff

■ Traditional “stakeholder engagement” models appear outdated
■ Business model implications

 Potential Implications for Hosts
– As hosts move from passive to active participants, there will be a parallel increase in accountability

 Will require increased local capacity to effectively participate in these relationships
 Where does this increased capacity come from?
 Implications for governance models, etc.
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